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Activities and report of Kirubalaya
At present we have a new sister Sr. Therese
from the State of Telungana. The others sisters
who were residing here previously have chosen
the different mission ad went back to their home.
So it is usual only those persons who can commit
to the type of mission Kirubalaya serves will
continue to remain with Kirubalaya. Thus we
have a new sister who will along with Sr. Clara &
Arokia Mary. At present we have 50 children in
the house consisting of 25 children sent by the

government in other 25 are the who live for a
longer period of time in Kirubalaya

Tailoring & Typing
Typewritting classes along with other methods of
rehabilitation techniques. Children are given
special training to do tailoring also embroidery.
This makes them to orient to their minds from
their past wounds. Children are so exposed to
learning typing skill which may help them to get
placed in near future.

Children Drawing
To bring out the talents of the children they were
asked to make drawing and their own creativity. I

have attached few drawings of the children.
As the rehabilitation methods of Kirubalaya we
have adopted informal training for the children
like

Food & Nutritions

Games

The children are given regular sports and games
training to release their energy and refreshed.
With much of hard work and generous

contribution of friends of Mrs. Jacqueline, Mrs.
Paulette and Mr. Bernard we have bought a new
school bus for the transport facilities of the
children. Children are so happy and they travel in
this bus. We have attached few photos.

KST Extension Construction
New Television Installation
New School Bus

The extension building of Kirubalaya is coming
up very fast, soon it will reach the roof top. We
remain grateful to the generous contribution of
Air France foundation through Mrs. Paulette and
Mr. Dominique, and the benefactors of SEVA
Onlus Italy. When this gets completed children
will have sufficient space to move around for

their study and stay. Kirubalaya will have also
enough of space for its official office works. We

remain thankful for the money till now sent by
both the association we assure that the money
will be used only for the construction.
With the hard works Mrs. Jacqueline we have
bought a new Television for the children and it
has been installed. Children are happy to watch
programs and films. We really thank you the
contribution towards purchase of this Television.
We remain grateful to our benefactors for all the
unreserved and selfless help that you are
rendering for the growth of the unfortunate
children. Though we do not send you our
updates we do keep in our heart the great things
that you do for our growth. We grow by your hard
work. Without your selfless service the children at

risk will continue to the in danger zone. Thank
you for your love and concern. With love
Sr. Clara & Children
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